ProPet Tent 3X3
Manual instruction

Set Up Warnings

1. Set up tent process will reverse the order of the above steps. And finish the pegs and ropes part to make the tent stand stably.

2. There should be at least two person cooperate to set up the tent. One person inside the tent to push the top plastic disk up to meters. And the other one outside to follow reversed turns.

3. Pls follow all the steps to avoid damage for the poles.

The Tent is freely set up, then find this part from the middle of each poles.

Push the plastic rings towards the direction where the arrow pointed to. Please make sure the two parts asides the ring stay in a straight line before doing this.
3. Bend the down part pole one by one until 4 sides all together

4. Bend the top corner of each pole to be vertically stand. Press the back of the sharp point to achieve this step.

5. Gather all the bended parts together and roll up the fliesheet. Put them in the carry bag.